Edina is a city in Hennepin County and a first-ring suburb situated immediately southwest of Minneapolis. Edina began as a small farming and milling community in the 1860s and is often regarded as one of, if not the most affluent address in the Twin Cities metro by locals.
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Heading south on I-35W, our location is just 10 miles from downtown Minneapolis. Take Exit 9B and head West on I-494. Take Exit 6B, turn right, and merge onto France Ave, a right onto Minnesota Dr., and a left into the Gopher Sport parking lot.

Heading West from the airport on I-494, take Exit 6B, turn right, and merge onto France Ave. A right onto Minnesota Dr., and a left into the Gopher Sport parking lot.

Heading East on I-494 from Eden Prairie, take Exit 6B. Then turn left on France Ave, a right onto Minnesota Dr., and a left into the Gopher Sport parking lot.

Heading North on I-35W, take Exit 9B and head West on I-494. Take Exit 6B, turn right, and merge onto France Ave, a right onto Minnesota Dr., and a left into the Gopher Sport parking lot.